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Steps

Consciousness
Level

Ebooks

Link

Phase I
The Unified Pathway To Light

Step 1 - The
Ascension Pathway

Moving towards
The New Love
Consciousness

Ebooks
1-8
(TUPTL = 9
ebooks,
PTL = 8
ebooks)

• The Unified Pathway To Light: Volumes 1-4
+ Master [Ebooks 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U, 4.1U]
• The Unified Pathway To Transcending The
Light: Volumes 1-4 [Ebooks 5U, 6U, 7U, 8U]

Pathway To Light
• Pathway To Light [Ebooks 1P - 8P]

Step 2 - The
Ascended Pathway

The New Love
Consciousness &
The New Truth
Consciousness

Step 3 - The Crystal
Pathway

The New Crystal
Consciousness

Step 4 - The
Diamond Pathway

The New Diamond
Consciousness

Step 5 - The
Emerald Pathway

The New Emerald
Consciousness

Step 6 - The
Golden-White Light
Pathway

The New Golden
Consciousness &
The New White Light
Consciousness

Step 7 - The Grand
Ascension Pathway

The Grand New Golden
Consciousness

Ebooks
9 - 18
(10 ebooks)

Ebooks
19 - 28

TUPTL

PTL

• Blue Light: Volumes 1-5
[Ebooks 9 - 13]
• Ascended Pathway
[Ebooks 14 - 18]

Step 2

• A Crystal Ascension: Volumes I-X

Step 3

• A Diamond Ascension: Volumes 1-8

Step 4

• The Emerald Awakening: Suites 1-4

Step 5

• Golden Divinity: Volumes 1-3
[Ebooks 42 - 44]
• White Light Wisdom: Volumes 4-8
[Ebooks 45 - 49]

Step 6

• The Grand New Golden Journey:
Volumes 1&2 [Ebooks 50 - 51]
• The Grand New Silver Journey:
Volumes 3&4 [Ebooks 52 & 53]
• The Grand New White-Wisdom Journey:
Volumes 5-7 [Ebooks 54-56]

Step 7

(10 ebooks)

Ebooks
29 - 36
(8 ebooks)

Ebooks
37 - 41
(5 ebooks)

Ebooks
42 - 49
(8 ebooks)

Ebooks
50 - 56
(7 ebooks)

Welcome to Phase II and The Maitri Levels of Consciousness!
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Prerequisites For This Ebook

Welcome!
Please ensure that before you begin these Volume Three practices you:
1) Have completed The Uni ed Pathway To Transcending The Light Volume 2 - The Diamon
Ascension.
2) Have activated (unlocked) The Diamon Ascension energies using the activation code &
instructions on the next page.
3) Have (optionally) completed the Maitrijusha Gold Eternity attunement and have completed
the 30 days of self healing practices.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.
With love, we wish you well on your ‘A New Light’ journey!

Helpful Resources For This Ebook

Sign up for free monthly Ascension Healing (sent on the 11th of the month)
Sign up for free monthly Di-Ascension Healing (sent on the 21st of the month)
Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook Group
Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook
Download the Ascension Pathway Insights ebook as an accompaniment to this ebook
Visit The Love Inspiration Ascension Pathway FAQ webpages
Visit our Free Music & Relaxation webpage
Accelerate Your Ascension Pathway
Sign up for an Ascension Healing Booster
Find out how you can help
Read our Disclaimer and Copyright Information

www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Activating (Unlocking) The ‘A New Light’ Energies:
Before opening up to these beautiful ascension energies, it is
very important that you rstly activate or ‘unlock’ the
energies in this ebook. Once this is completed, you will then
be ready to begin!
The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and
should only take you around ve minutes or so to complete.
(For more information about the activation codes or the
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).
1) Preparation:
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some healing or relaxing music, light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2) Invocation:
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together,
position and saying the following:

ngertips touching in prayer

“With in nite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to
activate the energies of A New Light.
With the unique activation code 44290̷ 183 may this be so.
May this activation bene t all beings.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

3) Receiving:
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. A er this
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!
4) Understanding:
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and
Prescribed Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the
maximum bene ts from all of these healing energies and practices. A er this, you are now ready to
begin opening up and receiving these beautiful ascension energies! May you enjoy these with much
love & light and with an intention to bene t all beings.

***********
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Volume 3 - A New Light

Foreword:
It is with much love & light that we welcome you to yet another chapter of ascension,
transformation & personal growth! For it is here in this Volume Three series that you will notice the
healing energies have now become more sophisticated as you receive a higher and purer vibration of
light into your consciousness.
As such, the symbol practices become even more simpli ed as the energies themselves are able to
work more easily and with more divine intelligence throughout your energy eld. And this is another
wonderful sign of your progress!
As you move deeper and more insightfully into who you truly are and as you open yourself up to
receiving these purer & higher dimensional energies, you may start to feel the sense of depth, which
is the the ocean of dharma, start to dawn on you.
For example, you may now start to feel here that the Guides are now speaking to you at a far deeper
and more profound level than previously encountered. So please sit back and enjoy the ride!
Having now completed the Maitrijusha Gold Eternity teachings (and having completed the 30 days
of self healing practices) , you will have received a greater intensity of Maitri Light and this is a most
important set of teachings that we are overjoyed to have shared with you. We are also very glad
that you have found your way back to these Transcending The Light energies as you prepare for the
nal transcension in Volume Four.
So for now, we truly hope that these energies will help to bring profound and deep changes into your
life once more and it is with our hearts open and
lled with love that we say thank you to you for your
dedication, patience and perseverance on this
pathway!
At this level of understanding & light, you are indeed
a very precious gem for this world and your light
essence is of the utmost importance at this time!
There are many souls who are in need of your
energetic assistance and with this, we would most
humbly suggest that you continue using your many
divine healing tools for the absolute & in nite bene t
of all.
Please continue to nd the time to shine and radiate
your light for all, however you wish to do this, and we
truly hope that you will also continue through to completing this Transcending The Light series!
As we have said in the previous Transcending The Light ebooks, we have tried again to keep any
additional insights and teachings here to a minimum in order to help you move through the energies
as e ciently and as quickly as possible for the greatest possible good of all beings.
This volume of energies can be completed in around 6 months and as always, we will be guiding you
through each step of the journey.
We wish you well on your journey to receiving ‘A New Light’ and as always, we (as well as many,
many Great Beings) are shining our deepest love vibration for your continued success on this
journey!
V11: 30.08.22
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An Overview Of This Ascension Pathway:
Welcome to the third volume of The Uni ed Pathway To Transcending The Light. You are now nearly
nished Step 1: Ascension Pathway - congratulations!

Step 1: Ascension Pathway
Name

The Uni ed
Pathway
To Light

Volume

Ebook Name

Completion
Timeframe

1

The Celestine Series

4.5 months

2

The Sorcebro Energy Suite

4.5 months

3

The Pilgrimage

3 months

4

Monimo Light

6 months

Master

Master Level & Master Teacher Level

2 weeks

Total Completion Time for TUPTL = approx. 18.5 months
The Uni ed
Pathway To
Transcending
The Light

1

The Uni ed Truth

6 months

2

The Diamon Ascension

6 months

3

A New Light

6 months

4

Crystal Transcension

3 weeks

Total Completion Time for TUPTTTL = approx. 19 months

Total Completion Time for Step 1: Ascension Pathway = approx. 37.5months / 3years
You are then warmly invited to walk on Step 2: The Ascended Pathway
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An Overview Of The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light:

The Unified Pathway
To Transcending The Light
Volume

One

Two

Three

Four

Name

The Uni ed
Truth

The
Diamon
Ascension

A New
Light

Levels

Name

Phase One

The Blue Shield

Phase Two

The Analom Sequence

Phase Three

The Pentecostal Rite

Phase One

The Uni ed Truth Scrolls

Phase Two

Lucron

Phase Three

Messicron, Helicron, Geralicron

Phase Four

Pleaqicron

Phase One

Shon, Eppicron, Plieson

Phase Two

Opon

Phase Three

Ipon

Phase Four

Rion

Phase Five

Peon

Phase Six

Union

Crystal Transcension

Minimum
Timeframe
To Complete
Approx. 26
weeks
(6 months)

Approx.
27 weeks
(6 months)

Approx.
25 weeks
(6 months)

Approx. 14
weeks
(2.5 months)

Total Completion Time for The ‘The Uni ed Pathway To Transcending The Light’ Series =
Approximately 92 weeks / 21 months / 1¾ years
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An Overview Of Volume Three - A New Light:
These Volume Three practices are completed over six main phases in what is a 6 month period of
ascension and awakening. Here is an overview of the Volume 3 healing practices for each phase:

Volume Three
Weeks

Phase

Info

1-6

One - Shon,
Eppicron, Plieson

Shon, Eppicron & Plieson symbol practice for 3 days
4 - 6 weeks rest
Opon symbol practice for 2 days

7 - 12

Two - Opon

Three weeks rest
Opon symbol practice for 2 days
Three weeks rest

13 - 17

Three - Ipon

Ipon symbol practice for 4 days
Rest 3 - 5 weeks

18 - 22

Four - Rion

Rion symbol practice for 14 days
Rest 2 - 3 weeks

23

Five - Peon

Peon symbol practice for 1 day
Rest 5 days

24 - 25

Six - Union

Union symbol practice for 2 days
Rest 10 - 14 days

Volume Three Total Time = 25 weeks (approx. 6 months)

IX
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And to formally welcome us to the energies of A New Light, please
message from Guide Sutara:

nd below the introductory

“Let us begin with a new understanding of our consciousness; a new understanding
of our own deepest awareness…..Let us take these frequencies and then multiply
them exponentially, with an intention to free all beings from the Samsaric suffering
we call ‘life’. This is the introduction to A New Light.
At every level in the prior teachings you have received countless blessings, energies
and
healing at many different levels of your being. Each one helping to open up,
recharge, re-ignite and unfold the absolute infinite essence that is you - and all. Without knowing it, you
have manifested a creation of love and light that is far beyond what the majority of your world sees and feels
at this very present day. Your gift on this pathway is to indeed be free from the hurts, wants and cravings of
this eternal Samsara and to envelope the freedom of being that comes with Transcending The Light.
A New Light brings with it similar blessings and energies as previously received, however we now open and
expand onto a whole new plane of light. Where before we were working with the energies of light indeed, we
now begin to transcend into a new light, one filled with deepened expressions, understandings and truths. A
higher and more definitive manifestation of the love-light that ignites boundless unity and infinite
potentials!
The accelerated energies at this level become more and more uplifting as we progress and it can be noted
here that although the practices we are working with become simpler and simpler, the roots of these energies
are more founded in absolute purity and light than experienced before. Each step is a milestone on it’s own
as we conquer new levels of darkness in order to facilitate the absolute divinity of our own light.
As you progress on your journey, know that the unfolding is occurring as it should; that darkened energies
are indeed turning and being released to light and that you are blossoming right before your very own eyes.
A New Light helps us to see this more effervescently and with more truth, in order to continue our plight for
the infinite freedom of all.
Do not be alarmed at the truths you may uncover about both yourself and others. Do not be fearful of the
darkness you are encountering to release. Know only that you are ready for this giant leap in faith and
healing and that without your input this world will surely suffer. Your light is now more profoundly needed
than ever; especially as you raise in vibration towards infinite light. Let A New Light guide you and others to
come into a new plane of unity and existence. A new wondrous place of understanding and healing for the
greatest good of your mankind and all worlds.
Do not underestimate the power of your energies at this time, for the
transcension to
light is a powerful and unique set of teachings designed to bring you into the utmost
manifestation of freedom and liberation. You have been granted this gift of light due
to your own karmic merits and that of those around you also. Gurus shine their light
for you on this pathway; always and with infinite love. Know this and go well.”
~ Sutara
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Welcome to Phase One:

Shon, Eppicron, Plieson
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T h e U n i f i e d Pa t h w a y To Tra n sc e n d i n g T h e L i g h t

Volume Three

Phase One - Shon, Eppicron, Plieson

Welcome, With Love, To Phase One!
We welcome you here to this rst phase with much love & light and trust that you have enjoyed
your Maitrijusha Gold Eternity practices. These beautiful energies provide a wonderful foundation
for the Volume Three energies which can be commenced a er completing your 30 days of self
healing practices with Maitrijusha Gold Eternity.
This rst phase of Volume Three is a very important preparatory step as we open ourselves up to
receiving a range of new ascension energies through symbol practices. The symbol practices here are
again very simple & easy and require very little ‘e ort’ which is another wonderful simpli ed gi
from the Guides!
Of course however, the energies here are from a
very pure source and as such, there will likely be
much dirt, darkness and impurity being stirred &
released throughout this rst phase as we prepare
ourselves for moving forwards into the higher
dimensions. As the Guides explained:
“This rst phase of Volume Three helps to unfold
your understanding deeper in preparation for the
energies of phase three and four interdependently.”
We hope that you will enjoy connecting with these
new divine healing energies and may they help you
to move to higher & more harmonious states of
awareness in your life!
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Phase One Symbol Practice:
Before you begin your Phase One symbol practice , please ensure that you have unlocked the
energies in this ebook for yourself. See the note below:

NOTE: Before you begin your practices, please ensure that you have activated (unlocked) the
‘A New Light’ energies prior to commencing.
The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process which unlocks the energies and
gives you access to them. Once you have unlocked the energies, this means that you have
activated ALL the energies in this whole ebook speci cally for you. You are therefore then
ready to continue your ‘A New Light’ journey by working through this ebook, at your own pace
and receiving the energies as you feel guided.
If you have not yet activated / unlocked the ‘A New Light’ energies for yourself, you may do
this by following the instructions on Page III of this ebook.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin your Phase One practices. Welcome!
In this rst phase we are given 3 symbols to work with - Shon, Eppicron and Plieson. These symbols
are very simple but also very astute and they are not like any other symbols that we have used
before in previous levels.
There is no attunement required for these symbols and we only need to work with each symbol for
one day a er which, there is a 4 - 6 week rest period where the energies go about their healing work
and upli ing process. Here is the outline of how to work with the symbols for your practice:
Day 1 - Shon
Day 2 - Eppicron
Day 3 - Plieson
Then 4-6 weeks rest
When doing your symbol practices, please visualise or draw the symbol once in front of the third eye
and allow the light from the symbol to radiate into your whole body (the energies may take a few
minutes to build so if you do not feel anything immediately do not worry). Each symbol practice is
to be completed once only on days 1, 2 & 3.

Please note that this is quite different to placing or tapping the symbol into the third eye as we usually
do; the intention here is for the energies to radiate into your whole body and go to where they are
needed.
No speci c timeframe was given for this practice so please do each symbol practice until you feel the
energies drop o . We suggest that each symbol practice be completed for at least 15 minutes,
however it may be up to one hour depending on the person.
The process is the same for each symbol so please enjoy opening up to these beautiful and
remarkable new frequencies!
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As we said above, these symbols are are not like any other symbols we have used
before. They are quite unique and here is how they work:
Each symbol:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Opens you up to the frequency (of that symbol)
Sends you the energies of that symbol
Activates the energies within you
Stirs up the ‘dirt’ (inside you)
Expels the ‘dirt’
Communicates with higher consecutive energies and brings them forth (depending
on what you require)
7. The cycle then repeats from 1. again

This process will continue (for each symbol) for 24 hours until the next symbol is used which then
carries out the same process i.e. repeating the 7 steps. Each symbol has a slightly di erent energetic
frequency so overall, these 3 days of symbol practice are immensely powerful! The Guides explained
that:
“4 - 6 weeks of rest is advised a er completing the 3 days in order to assimilate
the energies and for a new equilibrium to be reached within the body.”
Even though this symbol practice is very simple and short, these energies are again far
more ‘intelligent’ than we have used before. Therefore, please be prepared for them to
stir up lots of dirt! The symbols are shown here below with lots of love.

Day 1 - SHON
(Pronounced Shon)
1
2

SHON

V11: 30.08.22
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How To Draw SHON

The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light
Volume 3 - A New Light

Day 2 - EPPICRON
(Pronounced Epp - ih - kron)
1

EPPICRON

2

How To Draw EPPICRON

Day 3 - PLIESON
(Pronounced Plee - sonn)

1

2

PLIESON

5 of 25

How To Draw PLIESON
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Welcome to Phase Two:

Opon
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Volume Three

Phase Two - Opon
Welcome, With Love, To Phase Two - Opon:
With love we warmly welcome you to Phase Two! Here we introduce you to the symbol Opon and
to explain more about it’s energies, please nd below the message received from the Guides:

“Opon - The Key To The Elements”
“These energies will introduce a strong connection to the elemental fundamentals. Be
open to receiving and do not let the mind limit what you receive.
A strong foundation in elementals will help your practices and energies to
grow from deepened ‘roots’. This is important as a tree cannot grow taller
with only shallow roots to support it.
You must find within yourself the strength and courage to believe infinitely in your
own power, for it is your light, piece by piece, that will open the possibilities of
unity and endless love for the infinite consciousness.
Do not dwell on those minority energies which you feel are lacking.
Keep the mind present at all times and embrace that which you have
and that which is opening within you.
It is here in this energetic vibration that the elementals will deepen your
consciousness roots. Allow your divine strength to be nurtured and enveloped in
love, for all is happening in divine accordance with your deepest intentions.
Embrace the new foundations of your light!”
~ Opon

www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Phase Two Symbol Practice:
The Phase Two practices can be started immediately a er the
4-6 week rest period at the end of Phase One.
IMPORTANT REMINDER: When you activated the energies for this ebook (on Page III), this has
activated all of the energies for the entire ebook. Therefore, you can simply follow along with the
below instructions to receive these Phase Two energies with love!
In Phase Two we are being introduced to just one symbol - Opon. Please work with Opon in the
following way:
2 days Opon symbol practice
3 weeks rest
2 days Opon symbol practice
3 weeks rest
For each two-day symbol practice, please place Opon into your Crown Chakra for 3-5 minutes whilst
saying “I open to the elements with infinite love”. Repeat this practice 3 times per day for both the
two day practice periods.

OPON
(Pronounced Oh - ponn)
1
2

3

OPON

How To Draw OPON

This is an extremely important opening to the ‘elementals’ and as the Guides have said, please
remind yourself during this time that you are truly an expansive, in nite and divine being. May you
open up to these beautiful elemental energies and may they bring you the much needed grounding
and expansion to progress forwards into the higher levels to come!
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Welcome to Phase Three:

Ipon
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Volume Three

Phase Three - Ipon
,Welcome, With Love, To Phase Three!
With much love, we welcome you to this third phase! Please enjoy this introduction given to us by
the Guide Ion:

“Ipon - The Initiator Of New Light”
“Energies at this level are bold and vibrant, vivid and clean, energetic and free. Allow them to fill
the full radius of your consciousness as your heart and mind open to this new, divine frequency.
May all your hopes and dreams become a clear channelled pathway leading you to the full
fulfilment of liberation. Without releasing the sense of who you are, use these fresh new energies to
invigorate yourself from within. Trust wisely your inner intentions
and go with open arms and free spirit!
Using these new energies, open yourself to a higher level of light; a
higher level of intentional being. Honour and respect your gifts as
they receive a light of benefit for the absolute abundance of all.
We pray as we watch over you that you will manifest into your own
deep aspirations and we send you light always. Enjoy this new light
of hope, peace and abundance!
Go with light and many blessings!”
~ Ion
10 of 25
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Phase Three Symbol Practice:
The symbol practices for Phase Three can be started immediately a er the 3 week rest period at the
end of Phase Two. And again, we are only required here to work with one symbol - Ipon. To ensure
that the appropriate energies are being received, please complete the following symbol practices:
4 days Ipon symbol practice
3 - 5 weeks rest
For the four-day symbol practice period, please place Ipon into your Crown Chakra for at least 10
minutes - 3-5 times per day. The symbol Ipon is drawn below.

IPON
(Pronounced I - ponn)

1

IPON

How To Draw IPON

** Please note that the squiggle at the end of the symbol is just that - a squiggle. There is no need to
count the number of curves etc, just as long as your symbol tails off into a squiggle is fine.
You will notice again here that as the energies are becoming more sophisticated, intelligent and pure,
we are now no longer needing to work with many symbols over many weeks as we have done in
previous phases & levels. At these higher levels of The Uni ed Pathway To Transcending The Light,
the steps upward are becoming steeper and steeper i.e. we are able to ascend higher and higher at a
far more rapid rate. Enjoy!
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Welcome to Phase Four:

Rion
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Volume Three

Phase Four - Rion
,Welcome, With Love, To Phase Four:
Welcome to Phase Four - a vibration of deep healing, happiness & bliss! Please enjoy these
introductory words from the Guides as you prepare to receive these beautifully blissful energies.

“Rion - Fundamental Bliss”
“The energies of this deeply encrypted symbol bring forth a profound abundance of healing;
with or without the beneficial factors of faith as you so desire. Meanings hidden inside
these energies are deeply vibrationally uplifting and will bring with them many high-level
challenges. Do not be alarmed however, as these challenges will reap the benefits of
seeds already sewn in previous phases.
Energetically speaking, the Rion energies act as a deeply cleansing catalyst,
bringing out many ‘reactions’ & pieces of the puzzle we call
life. Each piece being individually designed to bring the
love-light from within, to the surface and thus developing
a new level of happiness, understanding, fulfilment
and ‘bliss’ as you say in this earthly realm.
Do not mistake bliss for being a point of liberation,
but rather a point at which you understand the entails
of happiness more completely than before.
Open many doors at this level for you will find many answers!
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All is but to be revealed to the naked eye, however to the naked heart all shall be
unravelled and blessed with infinite love and blessings.
Use the very state of awakened bliss to reach new inner heights of purification for
the benefit of all. Go well…..Your Bliss awaits you!”
~ Rallion

Phase Four Symbol Practice:
The Phase Four practices can be started immediately a er the 3-5 week rest period at the end of
Phase Three. And again, you will see here that we are only working with one symbol; this time for 14
days. The practice outline is as follows:
14 days symbol practice - Rion
2 - 3 weeks rest
For the fourteen-day symbol practice period, please place Rion into the Heart Chakra once per day
for up to 12 minutes each time.
The symbol Rion is drawn below. Please note again that the squiggle at the end of the symbol is just
that - a squiggle. There is no need to count the number of curves etc, just as long as your symbol
tails o into a squiggle is ne.

RION
(Pronounced Ree - onn)
1

RION

How To Draw RION

May you enjoy these blissful, liberating & happiness lled energies and may you radiate these
beautiful & loving vibrations outward so that all beings can bene t throughout the entire cosmos!
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Welcome to Phase Five:

Peon
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Volume Three

Phase Five - Peon
,Welcome, With Love, To Phase Five!
Welcome to this penultimate phase - Master of The New Light! Here is the information from the
Guides given to us at this level:

“Peon - Master Of The New Light”
“The Master Of The New Light energies unfold a deep
understanding of love and truth perspectives. As the new light
energies become unravelled, integrated and embedded within
your inner consciousness, the consciousness layers become more
defined, yet more united.
Bringing in these new energies of ‘Master-dom' entails a
dedicated practice, a deep sense of faith and a love of humanity
as a collective ‘being’. Use your faith-light to repel any miscommunications and embrace the onelight for your own deep infinite benefit and for the greatest benefit to all.
At this level allow the energies to soar, bringing you into a heightened compassionate consciousness.
Allow all to be one; one faith, one love, one integral, nurturing heart of completeness!
Without abandon, bring to the surface any doubts and fears for final healing, for it is here that we
farewell the old depths of our darkened consciousness. Bringing in the Master Light defines a new
pathway, a new love and a new ‘us’. For the benefit of all, may the Master Light be shone strongly
and humbly through your very being; your effervescence, your compassionate glow & your warmth.
Be one with the Master Light. Go well with a sense of deepened understanding.”
~ Smeilon
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Phase Five Symbol Practice:
These Phase Five practices can be started immediately a er the 2-3 week rest
period at the end of Phase Four. And again, we receive just one symbol during
this phase which requires only 1 day of symbol practice. The practice outline is as
follows:
1 day symbol practice - Peon
5 days rest
For the symbol practice, please place Peon into your Heart Chakra three times per
day for about 5 minutes each time. As you do this, please be sure to “renounce the
old” in whatever way you feel is appropriate for you.
The 5 minutes of prescribed practice time should be su cient, however the Guides
explained that if your renunciations takes a little longer then this is also ok!
The symbol Peon is drawn below. Please note again that the squiggle at the end
of the symbol is just that - a squiggle. There is no need to count the number of
curves etc, just as long as your symbol tails o into a squiggle is ne.

PEON
(Pronounced Pee - onn)

1

PEON

How To Draw PEON
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Welcome to Phase Six:

Union
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Volume Three

Phase Six - Union
,Welcome, With Love, To Phase Six!
Welcome to this nal phase of A New Light - a place of completion, realisation & in nite love! Here
is what the Guides have said about this nal phase:

“Union - Completor Of In nite Light”
“At this level of receival you are welcomed to The New
Light! An infinitesimal plane of realisation and Truth
await you. This final phase completes your Volume Three
energies and it is with great love that we pass on The New
Light blessings to you for the greatest benefit of all.
As always, subtle changes are taking place within your
physical and emotional body, allowing rapid growth and
assimilation of The New Light energies. Take care of yourself during this time, as your body and
light body are undergoing expansive changes. At the completion of the two days of symbol practice it
is wise to rest intensely as the pinnacle New Light ‘crown’ or ‘cap’ is sealed within your energy
during rest days 4 - 8. In this way The New Light energies may only be recognisable after rest day
10, when they are fully integrated and your light becomes one with The New Light.
Brace yourself with love, understanding and nurturing and allow your inner sanctuary to come
alive vibrantly with these new energies. After six phases you can be pleased with your progress as
you have realised significant changes within your light body.
V11: 30.08.22
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Use The New Light when fully integrated, for the absolute
benefit of all existence.
Congratulations - your New Light is born!”
~ Tion

Phase Six Symbol Practice:
The Phase Six practices can be started immediately a er the 5 day rest period at the end of Phase
Five. And in Phase Six we are again requiring just one symbol - Union. The practice outline is as
follows:
2 days Union symbol practice
10 - 14 days rest
For the symbol practice, please place Union into your Heart Chakra, Crown Chakra and Throat
Chakra for 3 minutes per chakra. Please repeat this process three times per day for the two
consecutive days. The symbol Union is drawn below.

UNION
(Pronounced Yu - nee - onn)
1

2

UNION
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You have now completed A New Light …

Congratulations!

Additional ‘Gift’ From The Guides:
At the conclusion of this nal phase, the Guides came through
and explained that from now on, during your energy healing
work, some prescribed timeframes will be halved. That is, what
previously might have needed four weeks rest will now only
require two weeks rest. What a wonderful ascension gi !
In their own words:

“As you reach this higher vibration your energy body is able to absorb and assimilate new
energies faster than before. Take this as a sign of your progress as from now on (volume 3
onwards) your resting minutes and some practice times will be halved.
As you progress on this journey further you will nd other small yet
signi cant changes to help you ascend faster and faster.
We o er this gi with love for all.
Blessings be.”
~ PaiKtron
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You Have Now Opened A Treasure Chest - Enjoy!
As you will now already be aware, as part of these Ascension Pathways, at various points along the
way, Love Inspiration would like to o er you a series of very special ‘Treasure Chests’ so that you can
tap into abundance!
Each Treasure Chest will contain a highly unique and divinely enriching set of Higher Consciousness
energies and these are being made available to those who are walking on the Ascension Pathways.
We wish to o er these to you as an energetic reward for all the hard work that you have done on
your ascension journey so far!
Having now completed ‘A New Light’, we are delighted to introduce you here to The
Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse. As we understand it, these beautiful energies help to
form a very important part of your Ascension Pathway and this is especially true as you
continue to move forwards into the higher levels!
So with this, we lovingly recommended that you connect with these energies regularly
i.e. either at the start or at the end of each volume of energies.
To receive The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse, it is important that you have rst received
both The Syon Cleanse and The Advanced Syon Cleanse (as we have guided you to). In
addition to this, the Guides have recommended that The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse
should only be received a er 6 months from your rst Advanced Syon Cleanse
attunement. This is again another important reason why we have been continually
suggesting you to complete The Advanced Syon Cleanse in previous ebooks.
So with this, we truly hope that you will enjoy this beautiful gi from us here. These highly e ective
cleansing energies will surely be helping you to clear away many kinds of internal debris and other
healing issues that are starting to come to the surface from these high ascension based attunements
so it is with much love in our hearts that we o er you these energies here.
May they help to bring much love, joy and happiness into your life and may you radiate these
energies outwards for all to bene t from!

Congratula ons!
By reaching
beau

is point, you have now unlocked

l easure chest which contains

~

is

e energies of:

e Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse ~
To access

ese energies, simply

download your ebook here and begin!
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Final Comments:
It is with much love that we pass on our deepest & sincerest congratulations for making
it to this wonderfully new ascended state of being. A er what has been much hard
work, determination & courage, you are now ready to move into the deeply profound
ascension processes of Volume 4 - The Crystal Transcension!
Once you have completed the nal 10 - 14 day rest period (from Phase 6), the Guides
prescribed an additional 3 week rest period before moving into the nal Volume Four
transcension process.
This is a great time for you to now open up to receiving The Triple Advanced Syon
Cleanse and we hope that these beautiful cleansing energies will help you to clear away and release
any old and unwanted energies that no longer serve you for your pathway forwards.
And for those practitioners who have completed the Advanced Usui Reiki Master Teacher - Level 9
ebook, having now completed TUPTTTL - Volume 3, you have completed the necessary prerequisites
required to step into the nal Rainbow Intuitive Healing System ebook - Financial Aid. The Financial
Aid energies o er another amazing tool to add to your healing toolkit and take only 21 days to
complete. In addition to The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse, it would be well worth taking the time to
t this course into your upcoming Ascension Pathway schedule should you wish to!
And also, if you haven’t done so already, you may like to sign up for an Ascension Healing Booster to
help accelerate your healing journey. Or to check out all future ebook acceleration opportunities, feel
free to visit the Accelerate Your Pathway webpage.
***
For Marty & Gerry, the nal transcension process happening through TUPTTTL - Volume 4 took them
through a vast array of ascension & transcension processes and seemed to bring them to a point far
beyond what they had experienced before. Throughout the process, Gerry received countless
blessings from an array of ascended beings, realms and other galactic entities in what was a truly
rewarding and sometimes ‘ oaty’ set of experiences!
We truly hope that you can join us again for the nal volume of the Transcending The Light series,
remembering that your ascension times are now faster than ever before with the gi of less time
required at each level. This gi is truly a fantastic blessing and we know that it will indeed bene t
all!
If you would like a certi cate for completing The Uni ed Pathway To Transcending The Light Volume - 3, please click on the link to be taken to our website where you can download a certi cate
for this course in PDF format. Simply print it out and ll it
in as you wish. Congratulations!

Walk forward in fai and wi grace, knowing
at you are showered in much love & light!
Wi

love inspired blessings,

Love Inspiration &
Maitri Foundation
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Would You Like To Help?
You have received these energies and teachings freely and with love due
to the humble and altruistic grace of our donors, sponsors, teachers &
translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and would like to help
make them continually and freely available for others to heal, grow and
awaken from, we lovingly invite you to help in the following ways:
Make a donation
Sponsor an ebook
Help us Fundraise
Donate A Healing Session
Donate A Reiki Event
Share with others
Translate for others
Become a teacher
Write a testimonial
Help us improve
Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue o ering ebooks
and courses freely for the in nite bene t of all.
Blessings & Thankyou,

Love Inspiration & Maitri Foundation
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For the Benefit Of All
May all be absolutely & in nitely happy and free from suffering.
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